Introduction
Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common cardiac arrhythmia, is projected to affect as many as 12 million people in the United States by 2050 [1] . AF is typically caused by abnormal electrical activity originating in the muscle sleeves of the pulmonary veins or from ectopic foci in other parts of the left atrium [2] . AF can be effectively treated by radiofrequency ablation (RFA), which creates scar tissue that electrically isolates the pulmonary veins from the left atrium or directly eliminates the ectopic foci [3, 4] . Currently, success of the AF ablation procedure is determined by testing for a lack of electrical conduc-* Corresponding author: e-mail: phynas@gmail.com Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) is a widely used treatment for atrial fibrillation, the most common cardiac arrhythmia. Here, we explore autofluorescence hyperspectral imaging (aHSI) as a method to visualize RFA lesions and interlesional gaps in the highly collagenous left atrium. RFA lesions made on the endocardial surface of freshly excised porcine left atrial tissue were illuminated by UV light (365 nm), and hyperspectral datacubes were acquired over the visible range (420-720 nm). Linear unmixing was used to delineate RFA lesions from surrounding tissue, and lesion diameters derived from unmixed component images were quantitatively compared to gross pathology. RFA caused two consistent changes in the autofluorescence emission profile: a decrease at wavelengths below 490 nm (ascribed to a loss of endogenous NADH) and an increase at wavelengths above 490 nm (ascribed to increased scattering). These spectral changes enabled high resolution, in situ delineation of RFA lesion boundaries without the need for additional staining or exogenous markers. Our results confirm the feasibility of using aHSI to visualize RFA lesions at clinically relevant locations. If integrated into a percutaneous visualization catheter, aHSI would enable widefield optical surgical guidance during RFA procedures and could improve patient outcome by reducing atrial fibrillation recurrence.
tion through the ablated region [5] . However, reversible tissue injury and temporary edema can also stop electrical activity [6] . When the tissue recovers, electrical reconnections can lead to AF recurrence. The recurrence rate of AF after an ablation procedure can be as high as 50% and more than 90% of these recurrent cases have been linked to gaps between ablation lesions [7] [8] [9] [10] . A meta-analysis of 19 studies showed that a single ablation procedure led to long-term (>3 years) freedom from atrial arrhythmia in only 53% of patients with paroxysmal AF and 42% of patients with non-paryxysmal AF [11] . Advances in electroanatomical mapping have improved RFA therapy success rates, yet it would be greatly advantageous if the ablated tissue could be directly visualized during the procedure. While some success has been made with intraoperative MRI and preoperative CT with advanced three-dimensional reconstruction, these approaches are expensive, have significant equipment and space requirements, and are not always suitable for continuous live monitoring [12, 13] .
We have recently demonstrated that thermal ablation lesions placed on rat cardiac ventricles can be visualized via loss of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) autofluorescence [14, 15] . NADH is an endogenous metabolic co-enzyme, present in all viable cells. RFA results in a disruption of normal cellular metabolism and an acute loss of NADH autofluorescence. This approach works exceptionally well in ventricular muscle that is primarily composed of cardiomyocytes, which are rich in NADH-producing mitochondria. However, the endocardial surface of the left atria, where most of RFA procedures are performed, is covered by layers of collagen and elastin. Autofluorescence of these proteins can therefore potentially mask the loss of NADH from the ablated muscle beneath.
Here, we explored autofluorescence hyperspectral imaging (aHSI), an optical imaging modality that captures and analyzes the complete spectrum of each pixel in an image, for its ability to visualize RFA lesions. in the left atria, the most clinically relevant anatomical location. To the best of our knowledge, no other methods are capable of revealing the contours of RFA lesions in the left atrium of large mammals at the spatial resolution of aHSI.
Materials and methods

Ablation protocol
Ablations were performed on freshly excised porcine tissues. Hearts were obtained from a local abattoir or after completion of surgical training at the Washington Institute of Surgical Endoscopy. Tissue was kept on ice during the experiments to prevent loss of chromophores and fluorophores. Radiofrequency energy was delivered using a 4 mm blazer catheter placed perpendicular to the endocardial surface. Lesions made by both irradiated and non-irradiated catheters were examined. Tip temperatures ranged between 50 to 70°C. RFA durations varied from 5 to 30 seconds with a maximum power of 8 watts. A total of 40 RFA lesions made in 7 different animals were used to derive the quantitative and qualitative conclusions presented in this paper. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the Nuance FX HSI system (PerkinElmer/Cri, Waltham, MA), which is comprised of a camera lens (Nikon AF Micro-Nikkor 60 mm f/2.8D Lens), liquid crystal tunable filter (CRi LCTF), and monochromatic charged-coupled device (Sony ICX285 CCD). The sample was illuminated with a 365 nm LED spotlight (Mightex, Plea- The lens projected a 4 cm × 3 cm field-of-view onto a CCD composed of 1392 × 1040 pixels, yielding a spatial resolution of~30 μm/pixel. To acquire each hyperspectral datacube, the LCTF was sequentially tuned to wavelengths between 420-720 nm at a spectral resolution of 10 nm.
Hyperspectral imaging hardware
Hyperspectral imaging analysis
Datacubes were analyzed using linear unmixing, which assumes that each spectrum acquired by the HSI system is a linear combination of spectra from different types/states of tissue. Linear unmixing is typically formulated as a linear least squares pro-
column vector with the detected spectrum of each mixed pixel, s is a MxL matrix with the pure spectra of each tissue type, a is an Lx1 column vector of the abundance of each tissue type within the measured pixel, ε is a Mx1 column vector accounting for noise, and L is the number of tissue types. Solving this least squares problem finds the abundance of each tissue type within a pixel, a. For meaningful results, the linear unmixing process must reflect the physical process that occurs when a spectrum contains a mixture of multiple pure tissue spectra. Therefore, the least squares problem must be constrained so that all abundances are non-negative (a i ≥ 0) and that the abundances of each pixel sum to 1
For linear unmixing to be applied to a datacube, the user must first acquire spectra corresponding to ablated and unablated tissue. We tested three different methods to provide spectra to the linear unmixing algorithm: a) Supervised or Region-of-Interest based: This method works when the area of ablated tissue is known a priori, but the spectra are unknown. To briefly summarize: a user places regions-of-interest within areas of ablated and unablated tissue and the mean spectrum for each tissue type is calculated. These spectra can then be fed into the linear unmixing algorithm to identify the remaining lesions in the field-of-view. b) Real Component Analysis (RCA): RCA is a proprietary principal component analysisbased algorithm developed by PerkinElmer, Inc., to extract spectra from Nuance FX datacube without a priori knowledge of the tissue composition [16] . This algorithm relies on a combination of unsupervised and supervised steps. First, the algorithm displays a set of images corresponding to main spectral signatures present in the datacube. The user then selects the images that best correspond to lesions and unablated tissue. c) Library-based: Once the ablated and unablated spectra are computed by one of the two methods described above, their spectral library can be saved to be later applied to new datasets to classify pixels according to their spectra. When provided with unablated and ablated spectra, the output of the linear unmixing algorithm are two component images. Each component image is a twodimensional map of the relative abundance of that spectrum within a pixel. These component images are then combined into a pseudocolor composite image. In this manuscript we arbitrarily assigned red color to show unablated and green color to ablated tissue.
Spectral calibration
To quantify spectral changes caused by RFA ablation the following steps were taken:
1. An aHSI datacube was acquired with two spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension (x, y, λ). 2. Raw spectra from neighboring unablated and ablated regions of interest were extracted from the aHSI datacube: s unablated (λ) and s ablated (λ). 3. Each raw spectrum was normalized between its minimum and maximum values to produce values between 0 and 1, yielding s n unablated (λ) and s n ablated (λ). 4. Normalized spectra were divided by the product of CCD and LCTF spectral sensitivity curves provided by the manufacturer, yielding corrected s n unablated (λ) and corrected s n ablated (λ). 5. The difference between ablated and unablated spectra was calculated: Δs(λ) = corrected s n unablated (λ) -corrected s n ablated (λ). 6. Lastly, Δs(λ) was divided by the peak intensity value of corrected s n unablated (λ) to obtain a percentage change.
Gross pathology
2,3,5-Triphenyl-2H-tetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining was used to assess tissue necrosis. TTC staining relies on the ability of dehydrogenase enzymes and NADH present in viable tissue to react with tetrazolium salts to form a formazan pigment, which turns vi-able tissue crimson red while ablated tissue appears white. Immediately after the imaging studies were completed, tissue was placed in Tyrode's solution containing 40 mM TTC. Overnight TTC staining enabled the dye to permeate the excised tissue which was then cross-sectioned and imaged. Lesion diameter was measured using ImageJ software package by an independent observer who took three independent measurements for each lesion. For histopathology, samples were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned into 4 μm slices. Verhoeff-Van Gieson and standard H&E stains were then used to identify muscle, collagen, and elastin.
Results
Appearance and structure of atrial endocardium
During AF ablation surgery, RFA catheter is inserted into the atrial space by a percutaneous access. It aims to destroy or isolate abnormal sources of activity that are primarily located near the orifices of the pulmonary veins located in the left atrium (Figure 2A) . The endocardial surface of the right atrium has a more trabeculated morphology and is covered by a relatively thin layer of endocardial collagen. In contrast, the endocardial surface of left atrium is smooth and visibly whiter. Histology of the left atrium reveals dense, >200 micron thick endocardial layer composed of interwoven collagen and elastin fibers ( Figure 2A ). This layer makes RFA lesions placed on the endocardial surface of left atrium barely distinguishable under either white light or UV illumination ( Figure 2B , C). 3.2 aHSI greatly increases the contrast between ablated and unablated tissue aHSI relies on subtle differences in the autofluorescence profiles of each pixel to classify them into different categories. A representative outcome of spectral unmixing is shown in Figure 3 . The left panel of Figure 3A shows the visual appearance of left atrial tissue under 365 nm illumination. The five RFA lesions are barely distinguishable. The right panel of Figure 3A shows the result of aHSI unmixing where lesions contours and gaps between the lesions are clearly seen. This can be further confirmed by plotting intensity profiles as shown in Figure 3C . Images shown in Figure 3 are representative examples from a total of 40 lesions placed on freshly excised endocardium of left atrial tissue from 7 different pigs. Figure 4 illustrates the spectral changes that underlie the ability of aHSI to delineate RFA lesions. Raw uncalibrated spectra sampled from various regions-of-interest show no obvious correlation with the ablation sites ( Figure 4B, left panel) . Yet, when the raw spectra are normalized between their minima and maxima, a consistent shift in the spectral profiles is observed ( Figure 4B , right panel). Postprocessing algorithms then use such shifts to classify individual pixels. To reveal the true spectral differences, we accounted for the wavelength sensitivity of Nuance FX tunable filter and the spectral efficiency of its CCD chip ( Figure 4C ). RFA causes an increase in observed signal intensity above 490 nm and a decrease in observed signal intensity below 490 nm. HSI can rely on either or both of these changes to demarcate the lesions. We observed si- Left: Autofluorescence spectra from the region-of-interests (a) and the region-of-interests (c) after normalized spectra were adjusted for spectral sensitivity of the tunable filter and quantum efficiency of the CCD. Difference between the spectrum (a) and (c) is shown in black. Graph on the right shows spectral difference averaged from 10 lesions from three different animals. milar spectral shifts for RFA lesions of variable depths, types of catheters (i.e., irrigated vs. non-irrigated) and in different animal species, including sheep and cow (data not shown). We observed similar spectral shifts for RFA lesions of variable depths, types of catheters (i.e., irrigated vs. non-irrigated) and in different animal species, including sheep and cow (data not shown).
Spectral changes enabling RFA visualization
Comparison of spectral unmixing algorithms
With few exceptions, different unmixing algorithms applied to the same aHSI datacube gave similar outcomes. This is illustrated by Figure 5 , which shows the outcome of spectral unmixing based on i) region-of-interest, ii) real component analysis, or iii) applying a spectral library from another sample, all yielding similar visual results. This was further illustrated by plotting intensity profiles across the component images of the lesion ( Figure 5 , dotted white line).
Comparison of spectral changes caused by RFA ablation in different types of cardiac tissue
We focused primarily on visualizing ablations placed on endocardiac surface of left atrial tissue because of its clinical significance for AF treatment. Yet some ablation procedures are performed on ventricular muscle or right atrium [17, 18] . RFA lesions at these anatomical locations are more readily seen with the naked eye than those placed in the left atrium. This is because these sites have much less endocardial collagen and the thermally coagulated muscle shows up clearly as a pale yellow area (Figure 6, left) . Figure 6 also illustrates that RFA causes fundamentally similar changes in the autofluorescence spectrum across all types of cardiac tissue, including ventricular muscle and both atria. Upon UV illumination, the measured intensity from ablated regions decreases within 420-490 nm range (as a result of a loss of NADH) and increases within 490-700 nm (as a result of increased scattering of emitted photons). In the left atrium, a thick layer of highly scattering and autofluorescent endocardial collagen and elastin tends to obscure these spectral changes, reducing the difference between ablated and unablated tissue to a few percent. While subtle, these changes consistently allow aHSI to classify pixels, allowing it to significantly increase lesion contrast.
Validation of RFA lesion visualization by gross pathology
Finally, we confirmed that lesion surface dimensions derived from the aHSI component images matched gross pathology. For the latter the ablated tissue was stained overnight with TTC, cross-sectioned across the corresponding line on aHSI image, and the lesion diameter at the endocardial surface was measured ( Figure 7) . The data revealed a near perfect correlation between the two (R = 0.99).
Although the main goal of this paper was to demonstrate the ability of aHSI to outline lesions contours with high spatial resolution, when lesion depth was compared with the intensity profile derived from lesion component they were strikingly similar (Figure 7B ). This was true for both single and multiple lesions ( Figure 7C ). This intriguing observation calls for a more systematic assessment of ability of aHSI Figure 5 Outcome of different spectral unmixing algorithms. Lesion component images from the same aHSI stack were spectrally unmixed using three different postprocessing algorithms. Left: the outcome of supervised unmixing, in which the user manually places region-of-interest on ablated and unablated sites. Middle: the results from an unsupervised unmixing algorithm that uses real component analysis algorithm within the Nuance FX software. Right: a lesion component image revealed by a library or referencebased unmixing using spectra from a previously imaged sample. Intensity profiles across each image are plotted to show a close spatial concordance between the three postprocessing algorithms.
to reveal lesion depth, a direction that we are currently pursuing.
Discussion
Minimally invasive AF therapy is performed by threading a percutaneous catheter into the left atrium and placing thermal ablation lesions to isolate or destroy regions of abnormal electrical activity. Failure of RFA therapy is commonly ascribed to an incomplete placement of lesions that later result in AF recurrence [6, 10] . This problem can be curtailed if clinicians could directly visualize lesion formation along with the degree of tissue damage. Our group has previously shown that it is possible to visualize RFA lesions in rat cardiac tissue by the loss of NADH autofluorescence [14, 15] . However, as we moved to larger animals, our studies also suggested that NADH-based visualization can be confounded by the thick and heterogeneous collagen layer on the endocardial surface of the left atrium. Considering that the atrial collagen thickness is known to increase with age, we felt the need to explore additional methods for RFA lesion visualization [19, 20] .
During RFA of atrial tissue, both the upper (collagen & elastin) and lower (primarily muscle) layers are heated to temperatures exceeding 50°C. As the temperature increases, the autofluorescence of the collagen layer reversibly declines and, together with the NADH loss, can be used to indicate the degree of tissue damage in real time -a direction we are also exploring [21, 22] . However, once the ablation is stopped and tissue cools back to physiological temperatures, the autofluorescence of the collagen layer returns to near its original values, in contrast to the irreversible loss of NADH autofluorescence [15] . We hypothesize that this is the source of the decrease in measured autofluorescence emission profile of RFA lesions at wavelengths less than 490 nm observed in RFA lesions.
Heating also results in thermal coagulation and decreased water content within the lesion [23, 24] . Overall, these two effects combined lead to an increase in scattering and absorption due to increased density of chromophores and tissue coagulation [25, 26] . But because the scattering coefficient is an order of magnitude greater than the absorption coefficient in cardiac tissue, we and others have observed an overall increase in diffuse reflectance across the visible range [14, [26] [27] [28] . We believe that this increase in scattering is the main source of the changes in Figure 6 Visual appearance of RFA lesions made in three different types of cardiac tissue, outcomes of aHSI unmixing and corresponding spectral changes. A typical appearance of endocardial surface of porcine left atrium under white light and UV illumination, followed by composite image derived ftom aHSI. On the right are spectra for unabalted and ablated tissue and the difference between them (expressed as % of peak autofluorence value, n indicates number of lesions). The next two rows show representative images and traces of RFA lesions made on the endocardial surface of right atrium and crosssectioned left ventricular wall. measured autofluorescence emission profile of RFA lesions at wavelengths above 490 nm. While the observed spectral changes are relatively subtle (<10% change from the peak signal intensity), they are consistent across all samples we have tested to date.
Other optical approaches have been suggested as potential means to enable RFA ablation guidance. One of such promising techniques is optical coherence tomography [29] [30] [31] . While OCT can inherently reveal lesion depth, it can only measure structural changes and does not acquire any functional information about cellular viability within the lesion. OCT ability to visualize over a wide field is also limited. Photoacoustic imaging also offers the possibility of evaluating lesion depth, however ultrasoundbased detection systems typically exhibit low spatial resolution [32] . Another interesting approach is the use of Stokes-Müeller polarimetry to reveal RFA lesions by assessing changes in the scattering coefficient and anisotropy [33] . Near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) has been also explored for atrial lesion identification [34] [35] [36] . Notably, with very few exceptions, all of the above techniques have been tested in porcine ventricles where RFA lesions can be readily identified with the naked eye. Only a handful of studies so far has been done in atrial tissue, the main anatomical site of AF ablation procedures [31, 34] .
For the purpose of future clinical implementation of the aHSI it is important to briefly discuss its main strengths and limitations. The main advantage of aHSI is that lesion detection is possible without any additional dyes or contrast agents. Instead, it relies on the amalgamated changes in tissue absorption, scattering, and endogenous fluorescence. The main disadvantage of using autofluorescence is the low quantum yield of the fluorophores, which limits the amount of light returning to the detector. This is especially true when compounded with the limited collection efficiency through the fiber bundle of a potential percutaneous visualization catheter. However, there are ways to resolve this limitation. First, one can significantly optimize photon collection by binning spectral bands. Secondly, one can gate aHSI acquisition to ECG or electrocardiography [37] . This way each aHSI acquisition is coupled to a specific time point within the cardiac cycle that enables accumulating an image across multiple beats. Another foreseeable limitation is the speed of acquisition and processing. The aHSI configuration we tested was not suitable to create component images of the lesions in real-time. However, recent snapshot HSI systems are capable of collecting both the spatial and spectral information in significantly less time [38] . The most promising approach may be to first identify the key wavelengths bands for discrimination between ablated and unablated tissue and then use a multichannel splitter to image several wavelength bands simultaneously [39] . Pixel classification and mapping can also take time if lesion visualization is achieved through fitting a reference spectrum to each pixel spectrum in a least-squares sense. Newer processing methods offer the promise of faster and more computationally efficient processing methods that could be adapted for real-time pixel classification [40] [41] [42] .
Clinical application of aHSI for non-invasive AF therapy guidance would require the development of a percutaneous visualization catheter. Fiber-based delivery of UV in the percutaneous catheter involves specialized optics, but it has been successfully accomplished by our group as well as others [21, 43, 44] . A potential concern is adverse effects of UV illumination on cardiac tissue. Yet 365 nm wavelength we have been using is considered UVA1 (340-400 nm), the latter range bordering with visible light. As such, 365 nm illumination, at intensity and duration needed to acquire aHSI datasets, exerts no adverse effects on tissue viability. We used the same illumination in our previous studies on metabolic effects of arrhythmias [45, 46] . Even when it was used for much longer durations that we now use for aHSI acquisition, it did not cause any measurable adverse effects on either the mechanical, metabolic or electrical activity of the heart [45] [46] [47] .
The future percutaneous aHSI catheter will have to include an inflatable balloon that displaces the blood between tip of the catheter and the tissue. Afterwards, the presence of the blood within the tissue should have minimal effects on the ability of aHSI to reveal the lesions. This is because blood within large and medium size vessels does not contribute significantly to the spectral features of returning light since virtually all visible light is absorbed by red blood cells during transit through these vessels [48] . And, since the amount of red blood cells in capillary circulation does not exceed <1% of total tissue volume, their spectral contribution to the acquired spectra is known to be minimal [48] [49] [50] .
Conclusions
We demonstrated the feasibility of autofluorescencebased hyperspectral imaging for the assessment of cardiac tissue damage during RFA therapy. This imaging technique could be used to visualize ablated endocardial surface of the pulmonary vein area and reveal interlesional gaps with high spatial resolution. This information can improve procedural success, lower the rate of AF recurrence, and reduce the burden of repeated AF treatments on the healthcare system.
